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POST TRAUMATIC STRESS 
CAN AFFECT MORE THAN JUST 
RETURNED SERVICE MEMBERS 

COMPLEX POST Traumatic Stress 
Syndrome (C-PTSD) affects the 
nervous system where it becomes 
“stuck” in a state of constant alert. 
Offering comfort and support  
can help overcome feelings of 
 helplessness, grief, and despair. 

Many of us would connect Com-
plex Post Traumatic Stress Syndrome 
(C-PTSD) to our returned servicemen 
and women. It is also apparent in those 
who have experienced domestic and 
family violence, sexual assault,  
bullying, vehicle accidents,  
witnessing a traumatic event  
or events that threaten them. 

C-PTSD is a disorder in a person that 
has failed to recover from experiencing 
or witnessing a traumatic event which 
threatened their life or safety,  
or that of others around them. 

C-PTSD can last month’s, even 
years, with the person being set off by 
triggers which in turn has them reliv-
ing terrifying memories. For those that 
have C-PTSD may experience intense 
emotional and physical reactions. 

Some symptoms of C-PTSD may  
include flashbacks, nightmares,  
avoiding certain situations in fear  
of experiencing a trigger, anxiety,  
or a depressive mood. 

C-PTSD is a silent mental disorder 
that goes unnoticed in our community 
unless it is triggered in public. Similarly, 
triggers do not have to be external.  
Internal feelings and sensations can 
also trigger C- PTSD symptoms. 

Examples of possible external 
C-PTSD triggers 

• Sights, sounds, or smells associated 
with the trauma. 

• People, locations, or things that  
recall the trauma. 

• Significant dates or times,  
such as anniversaries 

• Situations that feel confining 

• Relationship, family, school, work, 
or money pressures or arguments. 

Examples of possible internal 
C-PTSD triggers 

• Physical discomfort, such as  
hunger, thirst, fatigue, sickness,  
and sexual frustration. 

• Strong emotions, feeling helpless, 
out of control, or trapped. 

• Feelings including mixed feelings 
of love, vulnerability, and resentment. 

There are organisations within the 
Mackay region that can assist those  
people with C-PTSD along with their 
families and friends. The Mackay  
Private Hospital in Mount Pleasant has 
a day program for trauma recovery.  
This program is for those who have  
experienced traumatic events such as, 
sexual assault, domestic violence,  
bullying, vehicle accidents, war com-
bat, witnessing a traumatic event or 
events that threaten them. It increases 
the person’s capacity to understand the 
impacts along with being able to manage 
symptoms which affect your life more 
effectively. Other resources that can be 
accessed via the internet or alternatively 
by phone are: 

Beyondblue who are promoting 
awareness and understanding  
to reduce the associated stigma,  
https://www.beyondblue.org.au  
or 1300 22 4636. 

Black Dog Institute is an organisation 
where you can access relevant  
information on symptoms, treatment, 
and prevention,  
https://www. blackdoginstitute.
org.au. 

Lifeline Australia a 24-hour crisis 
support and suicide prevention servic-
es. Contact 13 11 14. 

MensLine Australia assists with tele-
phone and online support, informa-
tion, and referral service, helping men 
to deal with relationship problems in 
a practical and effective way, contact 
1300 78 99 78. 

Head to Health is provided by the 
Australian Department of Health. Head 
to Health brings together online men-
tal health resources like apps, online 
programs, online forums, and phone 
services. Head to Health can help find 
the digital mental health services from 
some of Australia’s most trusted men-
tal health organisations. 
If you are trying to improve your own 
sense of wellbeing, looking for help, or 
helping someone you care about then 
Head to Health is a good place to start. 
Visit www.headtohealth.gov.au. 

Unfortunately, unless you are aware 
that the person experiencing  
an episode has in fact C-PTSD  
judgement does appear. Regardless 
of reasons C-PTSD is just one disorder 
that many in our community  
experience and promoting awareness 
is the key to educating and assisting. 
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ticular person or entity. Accordingly, to the extent 
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financial situation and needs. This is not an offer or 
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financial products, nor a solicitation for deposits or 
other business, whether directly or indirectly.

Superannuation 101 
(Part 5) 

IN THIS final part of the Superan-
nuation series, we will look at two 
other super contribution types 
that were made available in recent 
times due to legislation changes. 
These are - Carry Forward Unused 
Concessional Contributions and 
Downsizer Contributions. 

Carry Forward Unused  
Concessional Contributions 
(CFUCC) 

With effect from 1st July 2019, 
Carry Forward rules allow you to 
make extra Concessional Contri-
butions above the Concessional 
cap (i.e., $25,000 or $27,500 from 
2022FY). This is particularly help-
ful for the younger members of 
the workforce who may not be in a 
position from a cash flow point of 
view to contribute up to the cap, or 
for clients that may have been fo-
cused on saving for a home deposit 
or paying down loans.  

As such, the rule allows you to 
utilise the unused cap for the prior 
years and make Concessional Con-
tributions and be able to claim a tax 
benefit for this.  

There are a few conditions: 
The total super balance as of 30th 

June of the previous financial year 
should not exceed $500,000. 

Your Concessional Contribution 
for the year must exceed the cap. 
For example, John has a total super-
annuation balance of $350,000.  

He made the following Conces-
sional Contributions; he will be 
able to make a Concessional Con-
tribution of up to $55,500 in the 
2021/22 Financial Year: 
Concessional Cap 
2018/19  $24,000 
2019/20 $18,000 
2020/21 $5,000 
2021/22 Up to $55,500 (including 
current year cap of $27,500) 

C/F available 
2018/19 $1,000 
2019/20 $7,000 
2020/21 $20,000
2021/22 Up to $55,500 (including 
current year cap of $27,500)  

Any unused Concessional Cap 
can be carried forward only for a 
period of 5 years and lapses thereaf-
ter. Normal rules apply for access-
ing these funds within super. 

You are able to view the carry for-
ward Concessional Cap available to 
you by using the ATO online servic-
es through myGov. 

Downsizer Contributions 
Recognising that often a fair por-

tion of a retirees’ wealth is tied up in 
their residence, the Government in-
troduced the Downsizer provisions 
which allow for people 65 years or 
older to contribute up to $300,000 
each to their super as their Down-
sizer Contribution. This is subject to 
the following conditions: 

• You or your spouse should have 
owned the house (your main res-
idence) for at least 10 years, and it 
should not be a caravan or other 
mobile home. 

• The funds must be contributed 
to the super fund within 90 days of 
receiving the proceeds. 

• You can only make this contri-
bution once in your lifetime. 

The Downsizer is a useful pro-
vision to enable retirees to un-
lock their wealth residing in their 
homes and can prove to be useful 
to ensure self-funding for their re-
tirement.  

Please note, that the funds once 
contributed to super will be as-
sessed for Centrelink purposes and 
may impact any allowances/ pay-
ments that you may be eligible for.  
Please ensure you assess the appro-
priateness of all strategies before 
implementing anything by con-
sulting your financial adviser. 
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